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1. We consider the control system 
x’ = f(4 & 4, 
where u is a control vector. Our aim is to describe a method which gives a 
convenient and unified way of specifying admissible control sets correspond- 
ing to any desired stability behavior of the controlled motion. In Section 2, 
we shall state a theorem concerning a new differential inequality on which 
this approach depends. In Section 3, we shaI1 consider the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the stability of the controlled motion. To avoid 
repetition, we shall concentrate on asymptotic stability only. It is interesting 
to note that the functions which characterize the control sets and which 
yield the desired behavior of the controlled motion, are one and the same, that 
is, the solutions of the scalar differential equation. Eventual asymptotic 
stability is discussed in Section 4, where the control set is described by some 
given function that is related to the scalar differential equation. This tech- 
nique is convenient in certain situations. Examples are given to illustrate 
the results. 
2. We shall use the following notations 
R” = Euclidean n-space, 
R, = non-negative real line 
j/ x I( = any convenient norm of x E R”, 
S,, = [x E Rn : /I x II < p], p > 0, 
J=O<t<co, 
C[J x R”, Rn] = th e c ass 1 of functions defined and continuous on J x R” 
taking values in Rn, 
.X = the class of functions b E C[(O, p), R+] such that b(0) = 0 
and 6(y) is increasing in y, 
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X* = the class of functions a E C[J x [0, p), R,] such that 
a(t, y) E LK for each t E 1, 
8 = the class of functions cr E C[J, R,] such that u(t) is decreas- 
ing and lim,,, a(t) = 0. 
Our discussion depends on the following result whose proof can be found 
in [l]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that 
(i) g E C[j x R, x R, , R], g(t, y, z) is nondecreasing in x for each 
(t, y) and r(t) = r(t, t, , yO) is the maximal solution of 
y’ = g(4 Y7 Y>, Y@o) =yo 3 0, (2.1) 
existing on [to , co); 
(ii) m E C[J, R+] undfor t 3 to, 
o+m(t> = liy:y f [m(t + h) - m(t)] < g(t, m(t), q(t)), 
where 7 E C[J, R+]. 
Then m(t,) < y. implies 
m(t) d r(t), t 2 to, 
provided 
rlw d r(t), t > to. 
We shall also require the following well-known results. We merely state 
THEOREM 2.2. Let w1 , w2 E C[J x R, , R] and 
w1(t, Y) G 49 Y). 
Then, if ylo < yzo , we have 
r1(t) G YdO, t > to, 
where yl(t) is any sohtion of yi = wl(t, y,), yl(to) =ylo > 0, and y2(t) is the 
maximal solution of yi = wZ(t,y2), y,(t,) =yzo > 0, existing on [to , 00). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F E C[J x Rn, Rn], and 
IIW, 4 - W> 4 II < W II xl - xz II , h E CL J, R+l . 
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Then, 
where xl(t, to , xlo), x2(t, t, , xzO) are solutions of x’ =F(t, x). 
3. Consider now the control system 
x’ = f(h x, 4, (3.1) 
where f E C[J x S, x Ii”, R”] and u is a control vector. Let E denote the 
admissible control set given by 
E=[uER”: w, 4 < r(t), t 2 toI, (3.2) 
where U E C[j x Rm, R,] and r(t) is the maximal solution of (2.1) existing 
on [to , co). Corresponding to any u = u(t) E E, we denote by x(t, to , x0 , u), 
any solution of (3.1). In order to avoid repetition, we shall be concerned only 
with the asymptotic stability of the control system (3.1), which we define 
next. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The control system (3.1) is said to be asymptotically 
stable if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) for each E > 0, to E J, there exists a positive function 6 = 8(t, , l ) > 0 
such that the inequality 11 x0 11 < 8 implies 
II 44 to , x0 > 4 II < E, t 2 to, 
for every u = u(t) E E; 
(ii) for each E > 0, to E J, there exist positive numbers 6, = ao(to) and 
T = T(t, , l ) such that whenever 11 x0 11 < 6, , 
II 4 to , %J , 4 II -=I 6, t 2 to + T, 
holds, for every u = u(t) E E. 
We are now in a position to prove necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the asymptotic stability of the control system (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 
(i) g E C[J x R, x R+ , R], g(t, 0,O) = 0 andg(t, y, z) is nondec~etiq 
in z for each (t, y); 
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(ii> v E C[J x 8, , R+I, W, ) x is locally Lipschitzian in x and for 
(t, x) E J x S, , u E Ii”, 
D+V(t, x) = liy ;yp $ [V(t + h, x + hf (t, x, u)) - V(t, x)] + 
where U E C[J x Rm, R,]; 
(iii) there exist functions a E X *, by.%? such that for (t,x)E Jx A’,, 
WI x II) G W 4 < 44 II x II)- 
Then, the asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (2.1) implies the 
asymptotic stability of the control system (3.1). 
PROOF. Suppose that the trivial solution of (2.1) is asymptotically stable. 
This implies it is stable. Let 0 < E < p, to E J be given. Then, given b(e) > 0, 
to E J, there exists a 6 = S(t, , C) > 0 such that whenever y0 < 6, we have 
Y(4 to 9 Yol < 44, tat,, (3.3) 
where y(t, to , yo) is any solution of (2.1). Let us choose y. = a(to , 11 x0 11) so 
that V(t, , x0) < y. , by (iii). I n view of the assumptions on a(t, y), it is pos- 
sible to find a 8, = 6,(t, , E) > 0 such that 
II x0 II G 8, and 4top II x0 II> 6 6 
hold simultaneously. We claim that, if [I x0 11 < 8, , 
II 44 to 9 x0 9 4 II -==c E9 t3to, 
for any u = u(t) E E. Assume that this is not true. Then, there would exist a 
u = u(t) E E and a corresponding solution x(t) = x(t, to , x0 , u) satisfying 
the properties 
II m II = E and II x(t> II G 5 to < t < t, . 
This means that 
vt1 , #I)) 2 b(E). (3.4) 
Furthermore, 11 x(t) II < p, t E [to , tl]. Hence the choice of y. and the assump- 
tion (ii), shows after standard computation, that 
D+m(t) < go, m(t), ?W t E [to ,hl, 
where T(t) = U(t, u(t)) and m(t) = V(t, x(t)). Since u(t) E E, clearly 
r)(t) < r(t), t E [to, tJ and consequently, by Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
m(t) < r(t), t E [to ,hl. (35) 
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The relations (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) lead to the contradiction 
b(E) < WI 7 x(td G r(h) < b(e), 
proving the condition (i) of definition (3.1). 
Take E = p and let 8, = S,(t, , p). It then follows that 
w, x(t)) < r(t), t 3 to. (3.6) 
Also, from the asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of (2.1), we have, 
given b(e) > 0, to E J, there exist positive numbers S,(t,) and T(to , e) such 
that y0 < 6, implies 
Y(4 to 9 Yo) < w, t 2 to + qto , 6). (3.7) 
Let 8, = s,(t,) be the quantity satisfying 
II x0 II < 80 and 40 2 II x0 II> G SOP,) 
simultaneously and let S$ = min[S, ,8,]. Suppose now that there exists a 
sequence (tk}, t, 2 to + T and t, --f co as k + co, such that 
where x(t, to , x0 , u) is some solution of (3.1) corresponding to any 
u = u(t) E E and starting in 11 x0 11 < S,*. This leads to the absurdity 
b(4 < w, 3 X(&c)) < r(b) < 4) 
because of the assumption (iii), the relations (3.6) and (3.7). It therefore 
follows that the control system (3.1) is asymptotically stable and the proof is 
complete. 
As an example of Theorem 3.1, let us consider the control system 
x’=Ax+Bu, 
where A and B are n x n and 1z x m matrices. Assume that 
CL(A) = ;z ll~+W--<, h \% a>0 
and 11 B 1) < /I. Take V(t, x) = 1) x II . Then, for small h > 0, 
II x + Wx + B4 II G II x II II I+ ~4 II + h II B II II u II r 
so that g(t, y, y) = - CY~ + ,8y. The solutions of (2.1) are therefore of the 
form At, to ,yo) = y. exp[(P - 4 0 - toI an consequently, the admissible d 
control set E is given by 
E = [u E R” : II u II < r(t, to , ~01, t 3 &,I. 
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If fi < M, the trivial solution of (2.1) is asymptotically stable. Hence, by 
Theorem 3.1, it follows that the control system is also asymptotically stable. 
The converse theorem that follows is based on similar result in [2]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that 
(9 II f(4 xl, 4 - f(t, x2, 4 II < h(t) II xl - x2 II , AI E CUP R+l; 
(ii) there exist a p E X < and a u E 9 such that 
II 46 0, x0 , 4 II G Nil x0 II) a9 t 20, 
where x(t, 0, x0 , U) is the solution of (2.1) corresponding to any u = u(t) E E, 
(iii) g E C[J x R, x R, , R], g(t, 0,O) = 0, g(t, y, z) is nondecreasing 
in z for each (t, y), 
I&y,,4 -A4 Yz rZ2) I Q h,(t) [Ix - Y2 I + 1% - z2 II, 
h, E C[J, R+], and there exist functions y E Z, S E Y such that 
Y(Y0) w G m, 0, Yoh t 20, 
where y(t, 0, yo) is the solution of 
Y’ = g(t, y, o>, y(0) = yo 2 0. 
(iv) y(y) is differentiable, y’(y) > K > 0 and 
W) > ha kl >O. 
Then there exists a function V(t, X) satisfying the properties 
(1”) I’ E C[J x S,, , R,] and for some L E C[J, R,], 
I v, 3) - w x2) I <L(t) II Xl - x2 II 9 (4 Xl), (4 x2) E J x so; 
(2”) M II x II < W, 4 <L(t) II x II , M > 0, (t, x) E J x S, , 
(3”) o+W, 4 < g(t, W, 4, W, 4, (t, x) E J x 4, , u E R”. 
PROOF. For any fixed u = u(t) E E, let x(t, 0, x0) be the solution of (3.1). 
Denote x(t, 0, x0) by x so that x0 = x(0, t, x) because of uniqueness which is 
guaranteed by (i). Also the continuous dependence of solutions x(t, to, x,,) 
with respect to initial values is assured by (i). Let us choose any p E C[S, , R+] 
such that 
P(II x II) G i-44> B EZ9 (3.8) 
lPFL(%) -(x2> I G Nil Ir, -x2 II > N > 0. (3.9) 
Let y(t, 0, y,) be the solution of 
Y’ = g(t, Y, w, um Y(0) = yo 3 0. (3.10) 
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Since g assumed to satisfy a Lipschitz condition, uniqueness and continuous 
dependence of solutions is assured. Let us define 
J?, 4 = Y(4 a MO, 4 4)). 
Then clearly V E C[J x S, , I?+]. Also, 
< N II +4 4 4 - 40,4 4 II exp [j: U4 h] , 
t 20, 
where 
G II xl - x2 II N exp [j; R(4 + h,(4) h] 9 t > 0, 
= W) II Xl - *2 II r (3.11) 
W = N exp [j: (X,(4 + h2(4) h] . 
Here we have used (3.9) and Theorem 2.3 suitably. Also, we have denoted 
x(t, 0, xlo), x(t, 0, xzo) by x1 , x2 respectively so that xl0 = x(0, t, x1), 
X - x(0, t, x2), where x(t, 0, xIo), x(t, 0, xzo) are the solutions of (3.1) cor- 20 - 
responding u = u(t) E E. 
Observe that in view of the monotonic character of g, we have 
ia Y, 0) < g(4 Y9 w, u(t)>) 
and Theorem 2.2 gives 
9(4 0, Yol < Y(4 0, Yo), t > 0. 
Hence, it is easy to obtain 
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Moreover, from (3.11) there results the inequality 
v, 4 GW) II x II * 
Thus we have so far proved (1”) and (2”). 
To prove (3’9, observe that 
qt + A, x*> =r(t + h, 0, II 4% f + 4 x*1 II>, 
where x* = x(t + h, 0, x,,). Because of uniqueness, it follows that 
qt + h, x*) =r(t + h, 0, II 40, 4 4 II)- 
Consequently, 
liy+;yp $ [V(t + h, x*) - V(t, x)1 = Y’(t, 0, II 4% 4 4 II> 
= g(4 w, 4, w, u(t))). 
By virtue of the fact that V(t, X) satisfies (3.11), we have 
D’V@, x) < liiqt + h) II** - x yf@ xp 411 
The proof of theorem is therefore complete. 
4. We shall now consider the eventual asymptotic stability of the control 
system (3.1). For this purpose, let X E C[/, I?+] and let us define the admis- 
sible control set by 
Q = [u E Rn : qt, 24) < A(t), t 2 to], 
where U E Cu x R", R+]. 
(4.1) 
For convenience, we shall next define eventual asymptotic stability. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The control system (3.1) is said to be eventually 
asymptotically stable, if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) for every e > 0 there exists a 6 = S(r) > 0 and Y = Y(c) > 0 such 
that the inequality (I x,, 11 < 6 implies 
II 44 to 3 x0 > 4 II < EY t>t,>‘T. 
for every u = u(t) E Q; 
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(ii) for every E > 0, there exist positive numbers S,, .Ya , and T(E) such 
that whenever )I x,, // < 6, implies 
II x(t, to > %I 9 4 II -=c E7 t > to f T(c), 4) 2 5 , 
for every u = u(Z) E Sz. 
With respect to the scalar differential equation 
Y’ = g(4 Y, W), Y@o) = Yo 9 (4.2) 
we shall be using below a similar definition for eventual asymptotic stability. 
The changes required are clear. For the type of Lyapunov functions used 
below see [4]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 
(i) V E C[J x S, , R,], V(t, x) is locally Lipschitzian in x and 
WI x II) d V, 4 d 411 x II>, 
forO<or<IIxI/<pandt>- () h (I 01 , w ere a, b E X and a(y) is continuous 
and decreasing in y for 0 < y < p; 
(ii) g E C[ J x R, x R, , R], g(t, y, z) is nondecreasing in x for each (t, y) 
and the set y = 0 is eventually asymptotically stable; 
(iii) for 0 < 01 < 11 x 1) < p and t 3 u(a), 
o+v, 4 d g(4 w 4, w, u)), 
where U E C[ J x R”, R,]. 
Then, the control system (3.1) is eventually asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. Let 0 < E < p. Since y = 0 is eventually asymptotically stable, 
it is eventually stable. Hence, given b(E) > 0, there exist a 6, = Sr(6) > 0 and 
Yr = Ye > 0 such that 
Y(G to ,ro) < W t 3 to 2 q , (4.3) 
provided y0 < S, , where y(t, to , yO) is any solution of (4.2). We define 
6 = a-1(S,) and Ya(e) = ~(S(E)). Let Y = T(E) = max[Yr(e), ra(~)]. We claim 
that with this choice of S(E) and Y(E), part (i) of Definition 4.1 holds. Suppose 
that this is not true. Then there would exist numbers tl , t, such that 
t, > t1 > to z 3 
and 
s < II #, to 9 %J 3 4 II -=c E> t E (t1 , tz), 
where x(t, to , x0 , U) is some solution of (3.1) corresponding to a u = u(t) E Q. 
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Choose y. = ~(11 xl II), where x1 = ~(t, , to , x0 , u), The assumption (ii) 
yields, setting 
m(t) = qt, x(4 t, , Xl 9 u)), 
the inequality 
o+m(t) d dt, m(t), W, 4t>)>, t E [tl 3 &I, 
which, in view of the monotonicity of g and the fact u = u(t) E Q, reduces to 
D+m(t> d g(t, 4th W)), tE[tl,tzl. 
It then follows, by the well-known differential inequality theorem that 
qt, x(t, t1 , Xl 9 4) G r(t, 4 > Yoh t E [fl , $1, 
where r(t, t, , yo) is the maximal solution of (4.1) through (tl , yo). It is then 
easy to see that the above inequality is also true for x(t, to, x0, U) on the 
interval tl < t < t, . We therefore obtain 
b(4 < vs ,X(4 , to , x0 ,a < r(t, > 4 , Yo) < w 
taking into account the uniformity of the relation (4.3) and the fact that 
t, > t, > to > F. This absurdity proves part (i) of Definition 4.1. 
To prove part (ii) of Definition 4.1, let 0 < E < p be given and designate 
by so = S(p), y. = 9-(p). Al so, we have, given b(c) > 0, there exist positive 
numbers 6,, , Yol and T(C) such that y. < a,, implies 
Y(C 09 Yo) < w t 3 to + m, to 2 901 . (4.4) 
Let So = ~2-~(6,,) and set S$ = min[8, ,6,,], F. = max[Fol , PO]. Suppose 
that to 2 F. and 11 x0 11 < S$. It then follows that 
v, x(t) < $4 to , Yoh tat,, (4.5) 
where r(t, to , yo) is the maximal solution of (4.2) and x(t) = x(t, to , x0 , U) is 
any solution of (3.1) corresponding to any II = u(t) E Q. Let us suppose that 
there exists a sequence {tk}, tk > to + T(E), to > To, t,-+ co as k + CO such 
that 
II Gc , to,4 II t E> 
for some solution x(t, to , x0 , U) of (3.1) where u = u(t) E .Q is some control 
function. We then obtain 
which is a contradiction. This proves part (ii) of Definition 4.1 and the proof 
of theorem is complete. 
The following corollary which is important in itself, serves as an example 
also. Here we make use of some results of [3]. 
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COROLLARY. Assume that the condition (i) of Theorem 4.1 holds with 
V( t, x) satisfring a Lipschitx condition in x for a constant L = L(p) > 0. Suppose 
thatfor 0 < OL < /j x 11 < p and t > u(a), 
l$yyp $ P'(t + h, x + h,f k x, 0)) - v(t, 41 < - C(V(t, 4, C E .fj 
and for 0 < ~1 < /I x I/ < p, 
II f(4 x, 4 - f(t, x, 0) II d U(f, 4, U E C[J x R”, R,]. 
Then the control system (3.1) is eventually asymptotically stable, provided the 
function occuring in (4.1) verifies the property 
i 
t 
h(s) ds < H&J, o<t,<t<GJ+1, 
to 
where H E 9. 
PROOF. Observe that for 0 < 01 < 11 x 11 < p and t > a(a), 
o+qt, x) < - C(V(‘(t, 4) SL II f(t, % 4 - f(4 x, 0) II 
d - q V(t, x)) + LU(t, fJ>. 
If u E rR, this reduces to 
o+Jqt, x) < - C(V(4 x)) +wq, 
and so, g(t, y, h(t)) = - C(y) + LA(t). All that remains to be verified is the 
eventual asymptotic stability of y’ = g(t, y, A(t)). This is easy to check. For, 
given E > 0, choose S(E) = e/2, ~(2) = min[C(S)/2,6]. Since H E 9, there 
exists a Y(c) such thatLH(t,,) < q(c), provided t, > Y(e). With these numbers 
S and x eventual stability follows, noting that, for some natural number IV, 
Furthermore, choosing 6, = p/2, Ya = S(p) and 
T(E) = 
[ 9-(c) F + 51 
C(S) 
one can check similarly part (ii) of Definition (4.1). Thus, eventual asymptotic 
stability follows and consequently, by Theorem 4.1, the stated result is clear. 
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